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The life and crimes of Harry Sitamore, New
York "Prince of Thieves" and the "Raffles"
of Miami
by Vivien Miller

I

n Ma& 1933the Miami, Floda, police departmentconsideredthatit had

achieved a major coup with the arrest of 3 8 y a ~ d d H
thief H m y

Sitam~reathisrentedMiamiBeachbUngaowwh~heliredwithhiswife
Milckd, 5yzwald son, and sAieralother relatiresThe dawn midon the bungalowwas ajointN e w Y o r k - .operationi n m w two NewYork City police
detectks,four Miami detectk, uniformed &ms, and ~epmentatives
of the
Noel S d b and Pinkerton Detectke Agmcies. At 4 am they mpped on the
door and were greeted by Sitamore's wife and son who attempted to pment
their entty. When &ms broke down the door, they hund Sitamore hasbly
destqing papen and other evidence in the badmom No immectiate police
searchdthepremisgtaokpkebutaftasevenhomofquestioning,Sitamore
told Miami Beach Dekxthe Eugene G "Gene" Bqmt "youhave got the nght
man" He aifkxed to I E C the
~ proceeds of his manyjobs if the detectk
a h d him to return home to ch;mgeinto his "smutsports attk." Back at the
lmngallawhetdd-rk
FmnkKatzentinehe~dd~a"tinbox''funofjewels, and proceeded to m m miom ''@W
gems" unda shoes, clothes
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Research Seminar at the University of Northampton in December 2008.
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and fiunishings, and from closets, trunks and furniture. When the tin
box was full, Sitamore declared, "It's the best collection in the country."' Over 110 pieces of jewelry with an estimated worth between
$250,000 and $500,000 were found; this comprised only part of
Sitarnore's entire Spring 1933h a d 2Among the items recovered was
a $60,000 necklace stolen from opera singer, movie star, and
"Tennessee Nightingale" Grace Moore. Like most of the other burglary victims, she had been staying at an exclusive beach hotel, and
had been at a local nightclub when the burglary took place?
Sitamore was a career criminal who left a trail of victims Erom
New York to Kansas City to Washington D.C. to Miami during the
1920s and early 1930s. His many aliases included Charles Kramer,
Harry Sitner, Sidrnor, Sidmore, Sitomer, Fisher, Dobson, Victor,
Hams and Seyman (he will be referred to here as "Harry
Sitamore"). During the 1920s, arrest warrants had been issued for
pick pocketing, breaking and entering, and burglary of private
homes, as well as jewelry store hold-ups, and robbery of funiers as
his long and impressive "rap sheet" dern~nstrated.~
Described as
1.
2.

3.
4.

"$500,000 In Stolen Gems Is Recovered," Miami HeraZd, 16 March 1933, 1,2.
Hereafter cited as Herald Noel Sca& operated a private investigator service
for insurance companies.
While Sitamore estimated the worth of his haul to be $500,000, Miami police
and insurance company adjusters used a more conservative figure of $225,000
to $300,000. See "YachtIs Accused As Sidmor Accomplice," Herald, 18 March
1933,23.
"Gem Thief Trapped With $500,000 Loot," New Y d Tim, 16 Marchl933,1,
18 (hereafter cites as Times);"Habeas Corpus Writ May Free Harry Sidmore,"
Miami Dadly News, 16 March 1933,1, 19 (herafter cited as DaiZy News).
For example, Sitamore had been indicted for the 1923 robbery of Mrs.Mildred
Ford in her apartment on West 57th Street, New York City, and for aiding Harry
"The Hawk" Behan/Lesser/Jackson in the assault and robbery of the wife of lyricist and composer HowardJohnson in a suite at the Hotel Almanac after a party
in February 1924.Jewellery worth $9,000 was stolen from Mrs. Edna Johnson
who had been "sluggednand "nearly garroted" during the robbery for which
khan received a prison sentence of twenty years. A New York T i m report from
November 1925linked Sitarnore to the 1923murder of a music student, Louise
Lawson, also in NewYork City. It was alleged that he had provided detectiveswith
information on two men serving long sentences (including Behan) at Sing Sing
who were connected to the unsolved Lawson murder. "Playwright's Wfi Lured
And Robbed," 14 May 1924, 1; "Gem Robber Linked With Two Murders," 15
May 1924,l; "20Years For Behan For Robbing Woman," 22 November 1924,l;
"Girl Music Student Smothered In Bed ByJewel Robbers," 9 February 1924,1,4;
"Get Clue in Murder of Louise Lawson," 10 November 1925,1,6;and "Held on
Charged Made by Sitamore's Wife," 23 March 1926,s in New York Tima He was
later accused of committing a forgery in the amount of $6,000 in Daytona Beach
in 1927. See "Sidrnor Is Accused In Datyona Beach," Herald, 24 March 1933,3.
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"an exceptionally clever thief" by the Pinkerton's National
Detective Agency, he was a person of interest to agency informants
and investigators from 1925.5Over a period of eleven years he took
up residence during the winter and early spring months in the burgeoning southern resort of Miami Beach to commit burglaries and
jewel thefts against wealthy visitors.
In the view of New York and Miami police forces, Sitamore was
as infamous as the widely-written-about organized crime figures of
the Prohibitionera Northeast and the Midwestern bandits and bank
robbem that spurred the 1933-1936 federal War on Crime." His
crimes are now long forgotten or have been reduced to a colorful
vignette in the history of crime and punishment in Florida but, during the early 1930s, Sitamore was a self- and mediastyled celebrity
criminal hero, who executed specific types of property crime in the
lavish environs of a developing leisure resort designed to cater to
elite and wealthy Americans during the booming Prohibition period
and the early Depression years. There has been greater scholarly
interest in crime and policing in Miami in the later twentieth century and several important studies of the earlier twentieth century have
examined the African American community's ktrations with the
city's all-white police department and the court system, and the city's
murder, suicide and accidental death rates. However, other aspects
of Miami's criminal past, particularly the rise of resort crime, remain
relatively une~plored.~
Further, as a professional criminal operating
in the racially-segregated urban South, Sitarnore's career challenges
some of the assumptions about elitejewel thieves in existing studies
of professional crime.
380

5.

6.

'

Report of Asst. Supt. W. F. W., February 3, 1923 on Sitamore's indictment for
the Johnson robbery J. J. Grange [St. Louis, MO] to Mr. C. P. O'Brien [Hot
Springs, AK], Februaxy 23,1925, and various correspondences in Pinkerton's
National Detective Agency, Criminal Case Files, 1861-1992, Box 169, Folder 8,
MSS36301, Manuscript Reading Room, Library of Congress,Washington D.C.
For example, see Marvin Dunn, Black Miami in the Twentieth Century,
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1997); Paul S. George, "The
Evolution of Miami and Dade County's Judiciary, 18961930," Tequesta 36
(19'76): 28-42; idem., "Policing Miami's Black Community, 18961930,"Florida
Historical Quarterly 57/4 (April 1979): 434450; idem., "Bootleggers,
Prohibitionists and Police: The Temperance Movement in Miami, 1896
1920," Tequssta 39 (1979): 34-41; A1 Goodman (ed), Metro Dade Police
Dgba1%ment,18361986, (Miami: Dade County Police Benevolent Association,
1988);William Wilbanks, Murder in Miami: An Analysis of Homicide Patterm and
Trends in Dade h n l y (Miami) Florida, 1917-1983, (Lanharn, MD: University
Press of America, 1984).
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This article looks first at how the development of Miami Beach
as an elite resort created lucrative opportunities for the criminal
classes, and thieves in particular. It then focuses on Harry
Sitamore's activities in Spring 1933, his arrest and imprisonment,
and briefly on his return to Miami Beach in the early 1950s. The
Kefkuver Crime Commission investigations into organized gambling in Florida in 1950 identified Miami as both a popular vacation retreat for northern mobsters, and a vital economic part of
their racketeering empires.7 The Pinkerton's Detective Agency
records suggest that Sitamore was one of a highly mobile group of
professional thieves in the 1920s and 1930s. With established connections in several cities, including Miami Beach, New Orleans,
and Kansas City, the thieves traveled extensively throughout the
U.S. using multiple aliases, and gathering arrest warrants for a
range of property and deception offense^.^ Miami Beach was an
integral cog in the expanding intercity criminal networks organized around turf, track and other such pursuits which sustained a
range of supporting financial, legal, and political connections and
services in the decades prior to Kefauver's inquiries.g
The transport revolutions of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, the growth of winter vacations and tourism,
and burgeoning commercialized 'leisure markets enabled the
southern section of Florida to reinvent itself as an exotic playground for socialites and the leisured elites, a resort for the managerial and middle classes, and a source of employment for the
working classes and hoi polloi. Miami Beach was a man-made paradise dredged from Biscayne Bay and reclaimed mangrove swamp
7.

8.

9.

'

Final Report of the U. S. Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized
Crime in Interstate Commerce, August 31,1951, (Washington: United States
Government Printing Office, 1951), 73-74; Estes Kefauver, ''Miami: Polluted
Playground," in Kefawer, Cnime in America, (London: Victor Gollancz, 1952),
96-113.
See Pinkerton's National Detective Agency, Administrative File, 1857-1999,
Box 26, Folder 4: Criminal Rosters; Hotel prowlers and thieves,
Manuscript Division, Library of Congress, Washington D.C. These rosters
and other files suggest that white males predominated in the persons of
interest to the Agency as well as in their listings of "Residence Thief,"
"Hotel Prowlern and "Hotel Thief" but there were female and African
American male hotel burglars who successfully stole thousands of dollars
of jewels, clothes, furs and cash.
David R Johnson, "The Origins and Structure of Intercity Criminal Activity
1840-1920: An Interpretation,"Journal of Social Hktoly 15/4 (Summer 1982):
593-605.
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lands. The formerly desolate peninsula had been transformed into
"miles of palm-fringed beach, bathed by tropical waters of deepest
blue" designed to 'lure visitors from their snow-imprisoned homes
The completion of interstate highto turn winter into ~ummer."'~
ways and state roads, some constructed by striped-suited convict
laborers, brought northern tourists closer to paradise in Daytona
Beach, Palm Beach, Miami Beach and other emergent resorts on
Florida's Atlantic coast.l Good roads advocates even enlisted the
support of investigativejournalist and Progressive-era "muckraker"
Ida M. Tarbell who declared, "I have succumbed to Florida" which
she called the "garden of ~rnerica."l*
By the early twentieth century, New York's Coney Island had
become a largely proletarian pleasure resort, an ethnic and working-class seaside town for day- and evening-trippers who utilized
the five-cent subway line to reach the roller coasters, sideshows and
mechanical rides? By contrast, Indianapolis developer Carl
10. J. N. Lummus, The Miracle of Miami Beach, (Miami: The Miami Post Publishing
Company, 1940): 31-33; Photograph Caption: "The Most Beautiful Beach in
the World," The Society Pictmia15/1 (January 1933), 3; Eric J&,
"Florida's
Forgotten Ethnic Culture: Patterns of Canadian Immigration, Tourism, and
Investment Since 1920," Florida Historical @ M y
81/2 (Fall 2002): 186-197.
11. Vivien Miller, "Back on the Southern Chain Gang Lite," in Clive Emsley,
(ed.), The Persistent Bison: A . o b h 7 Images and Alternatives, (London: Francis
Boutle Publishers, 2005), 144-173; Larry R Youngs, "The Sporting Set
Winters in Florida: Fertile Ground for the Leisure Revolution," Florida
Historical QwrtmlJ 84/1 (Summer 2005), [57-783 68; Robert E. Snyder,
"Daytona Beach: A Closed Society," l%ridu Historical Quarterly 81/2 (Fall
2002), [155185] 155161.
12. Ida M. Tarbell, "Bubbles? No! A Rainbow," M d a Highways, 3/6 (June 1926),
10-11; Howard Lawrence Preston, Dirt Roads to Dixie: Accessibility and
Modernization in the South, 1885-1935, (Knoxville:The University of Tennessee
Press, lWl), 116, 124126.
13. SeeJohn F. Kasson, Amusirrg the Milbn: Coney Island at the Turn of the C e a t u ~ ,
(New York: Hill & Wang, 1978); Kathy L. Peiss, Cheap Amus-ts:
Wding
Women and LRisure in Tum-of-the-Centuly New York, (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1986); and Michael Irnmerso, Cmuy Island: The People's
Phyground, (New Brunswick, NJ and London: Rutgers University Press, 2002),
especially Chapter 7: "The Nickel Empire," 124147. Economic salvation for a
rather inconsequential depression-hit desert-town called Las Vegas came in
the form of the construction of the massive Boulder Dam in the 1930s.
Gambling was legalized in 1931 and the inevitable proliferation of bars and
casinos accompanied the influx of construction workers. Thus the socioeconomic profile of visitors to Las Vegas was also markedly different to that of
Miami Beach. See Sally Denton and Roger Morris, The Money And The Power:
The Making of Las Vegas and its Hold on Americay 1947-2000, (London: Pimlico,
2002), W99; and Dennis N. Griffin, Policing Las Vegas: A H i s t q of Law
Enfarcement in Southern Naraday (Las Vegas: Huntingdon Press, 2005).
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Fisher's vision for Miami Beach was of an exclusive, upper-class,
genteel, gentile resort and residential community to rival Palm
Beach, and as such it boasted a series of luxury hotels such as the
King Cole, Floridian, Boulevard, Fleetwood, and Deauville.14The
Roney Plaza, named after another Yankee investor, opened in
1925 and "immediately caught the fancy of the best patr~nagew,;.~
eager to try out the new "cabanas," which also became the regular
setting for fashion shows and bathing beauty contests.15The nearby Roman Pools was another popular attraction for wealthy visitors
as well as the hordes of middle-class investors and tourists. Fisher's
"personal relationships with nationally known celebrities and
wealthy automagnets" ensured they and their followers enjoyed
the winter tourist season in South Florida.16
In his many articles for the Washington Saturday Evaing Post
(1922-1926) and popular books, Kenneth Lewis Roberts wrote of
the opportunities for easy riches in Florida real estate, celebrated
the ingenuity of the "sun-hunters"who loaded up their automobiles
and came south in search of sunshine at the first sign of snow in
their home states, and noted also that many social climbers anxious
to break into New York society did so more quickly and cheaply in
South Florida during the "season." He mocked the pretensions of
the "time-killers" identified by "theirjewel-lariats and their acres of
white trousers: with their flask-trimmed teadances and their hardboiled social aspirations and their refined gambling houses, and
their trick whisky-canes" who hung around the big hotels in
Florida's eastern beach resorts desperately hoping to breathe "the
same air" as "the leading millionaires and society pets.*17
In the mid-1920s the mayors of Miami, Miami Beach, Hialeah,
and Coral Gables issued a joint proclamation boasting that Dade
County was "the most Richly Blessed Community of the Most
14. Howard Kleinberg, W+
and Chase Holes: The History of Miami Beach'sHotels,
(Miami Beach, m. The Greater Miami & The Beaches Hotel Association,
2005), 27-29; Paul S. George, Passage to Eden: Tourism in Miami From
Flagler Through Everest G. Sewell," B b d a Historical Qtumtmrly 59/4 (April
1981):440463.
15. Lummus, 2 7 M~iracle of Miami Beach, 91.
16. Gregory W. Bush, "'Playground of the USA': Miami and the Promotion of
Spectacle," The P a n . H&mical Reuiev 68/2 (May 1999): [158172] 160.
17. Kenneth Lewis Roberts, Sun hunting: adventures and 0bsemation.s among the
native and migratory Crdbes of lilorida,imlzrrling t k stoic& t i d M of Palm Beach,
the gentle and
tin-canlzers of t k remote interior, and the vivanQC20us
and semividerat peoples of Miami and its purliezcs, (Indianapolis:Ebbbs-Menill, 1922), 4749,82-83, 138-142.
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Bountifully Endowed State of the most Highly Enterprising People
of the universe."18Among these highly enterprising people were
numerous grifters, confidence men and women, gamblers, pickpockets, thieves (such as Sitamore), bootleggers and gangsters
(including A1 Capone). This ensured that Florida maintained its
early nineteenth-century reputation as a "rogue's paradise," and
together with the state's proximity to liquor supplies in the
Bahamas, cemented its early-twentieth-centuryposition as a smuggler's paradise during national prohibition.lg Sun-hunters and
ordinary real-estate investors were of little interest to Sitamore but
they constituted a useful distraction particularly as burgeoning seaside resorts and boomtowns offered distinct challenges for policing and the maintenance of public order. If Miami Beach's
bad-tempered policemen were overburdened with traffic duties,
property disputes, and disorderly "binders" they would have less
time and resources to track down a clever and resourceful professional thief.20
Sitarnore first amved in South Florida in the early 1920sjust as
it was experiencing a unique but temporary economic boom in

18. Qyoted in Michael Gannon, Flbrkh: A S M History, (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 1993), 79.
19. Capone arrived in Miami in the earlywinter of 1927 and rented both a beach
bungalow and a topfloor suite in the downtown Hotel Ponce De Leon, prior
to his purchase and remodeling of a private house on Palm Island. SeeJohn
Kobler, C a p m : The Lije and Wmld of A1 C a p m , (Cambridge, Mass: Da Capo
Press, 2003), 212-213,216; Alfred Jackson Hanna and Kathryn Abbey Hanna,
Phida's Golden Sands, (Indianapolis and New York: The Bobbs-Merrill
Company, Inc., 1950):346358; Charlton W. Tebeau, A Histmy of f b r k h 3rd.
edition. (Coral Gables, F.L.: University of Miami Press, 1991), 390-391;
Kobler, Ardent SppTids,256262; Goodman, Metro Dade Police Department, 1836
1986, 50; Stephen C. Bousquet, "The Gangster In Our Midst: A1 Capone In
South Florida, 1930-1947,"M Historical Qzmrtaly 76/3 (Winter 1998):297309.
20. The City of Miami police force grew from forty officers in 1921 to 350 in 1926
and traac management was the main preoccupation. See Paul S. George,
"Brokers, Binders, and Builders: Great Miami's Boom of the Mid-1920s,"
Florida Historical Qzmrtaly 65/1 (July 1986): [27-511 43. Weigall had nothing
complimentary to say about Miami police officers who routinely "plastered"
motorists with handcuffs for violating parking ordinances. He declared "they
were so remarkably free with their language and their actions, and so extraordinarily unpopular with every section of the community, that it was impossible to believe that there was not something seriously wrong with them. As a
matter of fact there was practically nothing to be said in their favor, except
that their job was an impossible one." T. H. Weigall, Boom In Paradise, (New
York: Alfred H. King, 1932), 173174.
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real estate and building con~truction.~~
A constant theme of fear
of disorder, crime, and violence from "outsiders" ran through
Florida prison officials' reports in the first half of the twentieth
century. Criminal activities giving cause for concern in the Miami
area from the early 1920s were "illegitimate get-richquick
schemes," and "organized bands of bookmakers, automobile
thieves, and bank and highway robbers, composed almost wholly
of white people" and, by implication, from other states.22
As Suzanne Karstedt and John Walton have demonstrated, the
transport, leisure and tourism revolutions radicalized the core
parameters of social control in modernizing societies not least
because they created new types of public space in which levels of
informal controls were markedly reduced or altered. These new
public spaces demanded and created changes in mentalities and
habits; they also contributed to the greater anonymity and the
volatility of social contacts in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.23Travelers and tourists met as strangers at railway
stations, in vain compartments, at gas stations and auto camps, in
hotels and holiday apartments,by the hotel pool and on the beaches, in restaurants and nightclubs, at the casino and the racetrack,
and at cultural and charity events. In a resort setting, visitors and
residents had "to forge transient but considerate and polite relationships" which demanded new cultural patterns of generalized
trust which could be exploited by the criminal classes.24
Similarly, modern tourism created an environment that simuleously increased anonymisation and individual isolation as it
created new forms of integration and interaction, all of which were
exploited by the conman/woman and trickster. In an editorial for
Miami Beach's Society Pictorial, Clayton Cooper remarked, "In a

g

21. Hanna and Hanna, M
S G o b Sands, 339342; Gannon, libidu, 80-84;
George, "Brokers, Binders, and Builders, 27-51; Gary W. Donogh (ed), The
Jbrida Negro: A Federal Writers'ProJectLegacy, (Jacksonand London: University
Press of Mississippi, 1993), 40; Robert Mykle, Killer 'Cane: T;he Deadly Hurricane
of 1928, (NewYork: Cooper Square Press, 2002), 188-213.
22. Florida Department of Agriculture, Seventeenth Biennial f i o n R$ort, 19211922, 12, Florida State Library, Tallahassee, Florida.
23. See Suzanne Karstedt, "Strangers, mobilisation and the production of weak
ties: railway trafEic and violence in nineteenthcentury South-West Germany,"
in Barry S. Godfrey, Clive Emsley, Graeme Dunstall, (eds.), Comparative
Hirturh of Crime, (Cullompton: Willan Publishing, 2003), 89109, andJohn K.
Walton, "Policing the seaside holiday: Blackpool and San Sebastian, from the
in the same volume, 145-158.
1870s to the 1930~~"
24. Karstedt, "Strangers, mobilisation," 95.
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small city like Miami Beach, made up largely of people of many different sections of our country, the matter of human relationships
becomes more important than in big northern cities. Down here,
it is a big family at play, rather than a city engaged in business." He.
advised, "Many of the hard and fast rules of social etiquette, &e,
formal calls and stilted amenities, have little place down here
where people get acquainted easily, call each other by their fim
names after brief acquaintance, and like it. Most every real person
is "approachable" here in South Florida from the social point of
view, and this makes for a family city. Strangers feel it at once."25
Such conditions provided essential camouflage for the professional criminal.
As Walton observes, in the context of the leisure town or seaside resort the "working definition of 'policing' goes beyond the
deployment and policies of formally constituted police forces to
embrace the control of behaviour through internalised consensus and senses of propriety and decorum, and the impact of cultural awareness of the limits of relaxed but acceptable standards
in a liminal setting."26 Conceptions of propriety, order, good
taste, respectability and appropriate behavior were constantly
being challenged and reshaped. It was often impossible to separate the "realn person from the trickster. Criminologist Edwin
Sutherland described the "cold-blooded" intimacy of the social
contacts forged by the professional thief with "persons in legitimate society.n27Police descriptions of Sitamore included the
terms "aable dispositionn and "smartly dressed."2s For years,
Sitamore's jaunty appearance and casual manner had enabled
him to successfully pass himself off as "a typical Miami Beach winter visitorn when in reality he was engaged in surveillance and
reconnaissance, and the careful selection of his victims.2g
Celebrity gazers and social climbers were therefore not the only
ones following the millionaires.

C*

.. .
4

'

25. Clayton Sedgwick Cooper (editorial), "Getting Along With Others," The
Society Pictord5/1 (January1933), 2, Research Center, Historical Museum of
South Florida, Miami.
26. Walton, "Policing the seaside holiday," 146.
27. Edwin H. Sutherland, The A r , f e s s d ThkJ (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1937), 208.
28. Robert T. Teaney and Joseph Faus, "Hany Sidmore, Master Thief," True
D W e Mysteries, !!September 1933, [15-18, 80-821 16, cutting in Pinkerton
Administrative Files, Box 138, file 3.
29. "MiamiBeach Society Thief Makes Escape,"Herald, June 3,1933,1,9.
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Despite a stagnant real estate market from 1926 and the many
economic ditticulties during the early 193Os, South Florida's climate, beaches, entertainments and cultural activities continued to
attract winter visitors. The legalization of pari-mutuel wagering at
dog and horse tracks in 1931 also provided an important economic lifeline.50A number of smaller hotels opened in Miami Beach in
the early thirties. The 1933 City Directory listed resort accommodations of seventy-five hotels and 270 apartment buildings for
25,000 persons, and noted that "Miami Beach has 1,265private residences, many winter homes of national celebrities and retired
capitalists; nine casinos and bath pavilions; four polo fields; three
18-hole golf courses and one %hole golf course; an amusement
pier; one dog-racing track; thirteen club tennis courts and ten
municipal, two ocean-fiont parks and two other in the city limits,
and a public library under construction. There are two movie theatres in operation." The permanent population of 10,000 was s u p
plemented by a winter one of 40,000.31An economic depression
heralded many irritants for the professional thief. As "merchandise
and pocketbooks decline [dl in value," overheads continued to rise
as "the costs of the coppers, fixers and lawyers" did not decrease,
and fines remained "as heavy as in boom years." S2 Yet, Sitarnore
claimed an annual haul, including the profits from the winter "seaThese lucrative consons" in Miami Beach, in excess of $250,000.~~
nections, particularly during a period of severe economic
dislocation (and possible family links), must have been what tied
Sitamore to Miami Beach.
Sitarnore identified himself as a "jewel thief," a professional
criminal from a small and elite group who targeted specific privileged and high profile individuals for their diamonds, emeralds,
sapphires and other precious stones, or the most ostentatious symbols of these individual's wealth. Professional thieves drew important distinctions between their modus operandz and status and those

30. Ruthmary Bauer, "Sarasota: Hardship and Tourism in the 1930s," Florida
Histmfcal Quu*
76/2 (Fall 1997): [135-1511,137.
31. Polk's Miami City Directory 1933 (Jacksonville,EL:R L. Polk & Co, 1933), 33,
University of Miami Richter Libmy, Special Collections Division, Coral
Gables, Miami.
32. Sutherland, 2'7~hfesssicmal Tht4; 145.
33. Robert T. Teaney and Joseph Faus, "Hany Sidmore, Master Thief," True
Detective M9stmk, September 1933, [15-18, 80-821 82, cutting in Pinkerton's
Administrative Files, Box 138, File 3.
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of "common" burglars who stole a range of items which might
include jewellery. The standard criminological work remains The
ROfessional Thk$ Edwin H . Sutherland's 1937 study based largely
on the experiences of one Chicago thief from 1905 to 1925.
Sutherland's aim was to understand the culture of the professional thief as a group way of life and social institution with discrete
techniques, codes, status, traditions, consensus, organization and
language." Later criminologists have argued that it is the level of
skill and success that distinguishes the professional thief from the
amateur rather than a specific code or argot. Subsequent studies
include Howard Abadinsky's The Criminal Elite (1983) which focuses on the relationship of the professional jewel thief to the secretive world of organized crime in the period after World War 11, and
Neil Shover's 1996 study of persistent thieves and hustlers in the
twentieth century.35
Sutherland argued that to become a professional thief, one
had to be tutored in the skills of theft (in shoplifting, burglary, and
safe-cracking - depending on the specialism of the tutor).
Tutelage in the codes, argot, and attitudes that distinguished the
professional thief from the rest of society might be conducted by a
family member, cellmate, or gang member; few successful professional thieves were self-taught. This is challenged however by later
accounts.36 There is little surviving information on whether
Sitamore was tutored or self-taught or both, or on his personal
background. He told Miami Beach police chief Robert Teaney that
he came from "a typical American family." His father had been "a
manufacturer on a small scale" and prior to World War I, Sitamore
had been 'a hard-working public accountant." He claimed that
service with the 1 8 U.S.
~ Infantry in France had unsettled him,
34. Sutherland, The Professbnul Th&$ x.
35. See Howard Abadinsky,
Criminal El&: Frofessbnal and Organized Cn'm,
(Westport and London: Greenwood Press, 1983); Neil Shover, Great
Pr-:
Pursuits and Careers Of Persistent Thieoes, (Boulder: Westview Press,
Inc., 1996).Autobiographical and biographical works includeJack Black, You
Can't Win, (Edinburgh:AK Press/Nabat, 2000, originallypublished 1926) and
Ernest Booth, Steala'ng Through LVk, (New York and London: A. A. Knopf,
1929).
36. Sutherland, The A-ofessionaZ ThieJ x, 21, 173, 207; Bill Mason with Lee
Gruenfeld, Confessions OfA MasterJewel Thief, (New York: Viard, 2005);John
Kobler, Ardent S ' t s : The Rise and Fall of Frohibitiorr, (NewYork: Da Capo Pres,
1993), 245. Kobler identified Morris "Red" Rudensky as the "best box man in
the United States" who had been apprenticed to a master locksmith before he
became a "gonif' or thief and swindler.
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SITAMORE
389
r
&
and led him to reject the 'drab monotony of civilian life" af
demobilization. He subsequently took up burglary 'to get some
adventure out of living, some romance and glamour. And it wasn't
such a tough racket at that?'
Scholars argue that the status of self-made career criminals
who graduated from amateur street crimes and burglary offenses
to skilled heists and robberies was defined by race, class, and gender. Sutherland identified only one known professional "Negro"
thief who operated with whites in Chicago, and a handful of others working in all-black mobs or outfits. There were of course "gun
molls" or female pickpockets and professional thieves, deemed to
come from the ranks of prostitutes, waitresses, cashiers, and hotel
employee^.^^ Persistent thieves tended to be working class or
African American, engaged largely in unskilled burglaries with little financial return, and often graduating from petty street crime
to armed robbery (with a difZerent skills set).3g Hustling was characterized as a historically and predominately African-American
form, transplanted from the rural South to northern urban communities by migrating blacks.40 Shover notes that African
Americans were denied tutoring in technically complex crime
skills by white professional thieves, and thus found it d s c u l t to
employ such techniques, and consequently were limited to less
remunerative crimes committed close to home.41
Greater citizen and police scrutiny meant African Americans
could not move freely in white residential neighborhoods, but
many worked in the segregated hotel and vacation resorts with the
most lucrative targets.Jim Crow ordinances, white supremacist terror tactics, and systematic harassment, intimidation, and brutalization by the all-white city police force ensured the African-American
population of Miami and the majority of black-on-black crime was
confined to "Colored Town." However, crimes of larceny, robbery,
11+

37. Teaney and Faus, "Harry Sidmore, Master Thief," 82. In March 1933,
Sitarnore may have considered that any reference to a tutor would have
diminished his reputation as an "exceptionallyclever thief."
38. Sutherland, The A-ofessional ThkJ 23.
39. Shover, &at Ikdmdm, 1-10.
40. See John Irwin, The Felon, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987);
Sam L. Grisham, "Mississippi Red," Afican-American Rariav 27/2 (Summer
1993): 221-225.
41. Shover, Great A-etah, 81. See also Richard T. Wright and Scott H. Decker,
Burglam on bhe Jd:Streetlife and ~ t i a Break-ins,
l
(Boston: Northeastern
University Press, 1994).
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burglary, breaking and entering, and theft were committed in all
areas of Dade County. Surviving police records and newspaper
reports suggest there were distinct geographic differences in the
socio-economic status of those targeted and in the value of goods
stolen in different areas of the county.42 Further, while black
Miamians resided in "Colored Town," many crossed the bay to
their places of work and occupations as chauffeurs, hotel porten,
maids, domestics, waitresses, entertainers and so on. Miami Beach
was a "white" resort and curfews were used to regulate Afi-ican
American access and behavior, but black and lower-class white
hotel prowls, sneak thieves, and other opportunists were not necessarily limited to less remunerative crimes committed close to
home." Further, the notion that women and black men lacked the
organizational, technical, and verbal abilities required of the elite
professional thief is challenged by surviving criminal rosters in the
Pinkerton files. At the same time, Sitarnore's race or whiteness and
gender offered obvious advantages. For example, he encountered
his targets as part of a wider "social set" rather than in an employeremployee context.
All of Sitamore's known victims during the winter of 19321933 were wealthy vacationers from New York City, upstate New
York or Chicago, and staying at either Miami Beach's exclusive
hotels or in upmarket apartment buildings. Police Chief Teaney
believed Sitamore had an accomplice in New York City who s u p
plied crucial information on wealthy vacationers, their jewels,
and their travel itineries in South Florida.# March was the "party
month in Miami Beach" and an array of jewels would be on display at the musical evenings, concerts, operatic performances,
popular musical evenings, piano recitals, and dances." Society

42. For example, see Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company, Canal
m c e , Miami Springs, Police and fire calls log, 1931-193'7, Research Center,
Historical Museum of South Florida, Miami, Florida. See also Biennial l&$mts
Of the Risen Division Of the Department of A@uZtt6re, 1919 1938, Florida State
Library,Tallahassee, Florida.
43. Paul S. George, "Colored Town: Miami's Black Community, 18961930,"
Florida Historical QuarterZ~ 56/4 (April 1978): 432-447; idem., "Policing
Miami's Black Community, 18961930," M d a Historical Quartf?rZy 57/4 (April
19'79):434-450.
44. Teaney and Faus, "Harry Sidmore, Master Thief," 16.
45. "Under Southern Skies" in The Sun+ Pictmial 4/11 (13 March 1932), 2
(hereaftercited as Fictorial). Albie Baker, a Jewish jewel thief from the Bronx,
active in the 1940s and 1 9 5 0 who
~ ~ claimed credit for innovating the daytime
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columns in the Miami Daily Naus and Miami Herald newspapers
and the Sunday Pictaial magazine included the vacation plans
and itineries of lucrative targets including the DuPonts,
Vanderbilts, and Grace Moore. Details of where they were staying, whether hotels, rented bungalows or permanent homes,
were widely available along with pictures and ariel views of private estates. Such details underline the extent to which the
leisured classes were under media and public surveillance.
Society columns publicized events and the comings and goings at
the Indian Creek Club on Biscayne Bay Island, the Miami Beach
Kennel Club, and the Surf Club off Collins Avenue which was
reputed to be the venue for many "gay, informal parties," as well
as the racing schedules for Hialeah
From late January 1933, Miami Beach police had been puzzled by a series of burglaries of wealthy tourists, and by midFebruary were convinced that Sitamore was the perpetrator. A
formal request was then made to the New York City Police
Department for detectives who could positively identify him to
come to South Florida to assist in a surveillance operation.47
Lieutenant Michael McNamara and Detective Thomas Fitzgerald
arrived days later. Teaney recalled, "The New York men,
McNamara and Fitzgerald, roamed among the gay throngs on
the walks and beaches, at race tracks and theaters, in clubs and
hotels, peering surreptitiously at countless faces for one that
might cause them to exclaim in triumph to themselves. But all to
no avail."" Then, on March 13, 72-year-old Mrs. Bertha Glemby
Keller's "jewelry consisting of bracelets, rings, brooches, pins,
diamonds, emeralds and sapphires" was taken from her empty
Miami Beach hotel room when she was attending a prize fight

jewel theft, recalled that he would read the society pages looking for potential victims. Whenever he arrived in a particular city he would purchase a
street map and the latest issues of T m and Counhy, Vogue and Harper's
Bazaar, and would check the gossip columns of the local newspapers. See
Albie Baker, Stolen Sweets, 1973, 32, 124125, 132, in Abadinsky, T h Criminal
E&, 73.
46. Katherine McIntosh, "Pipes of Pan," P i c M 4/1 (3January 1932), 23. See
other columns entitled "Topics of the Tropics," "Following the Sun Trail,"
'Where Society Plays," "Sea Dreams," (by Elizabeth Cooper), in The Sunday
Pictorid Volume 4 (1932), Research Center, Historical Museum of South
Florida, Miami.
47. "Gem Thief Trapped With $500,000 Loot," Times, 16 March 1933, 1, 18.
48. Teaney and Faus, "Hany Sidmore, Master Thief," 80.
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with her son in downtown Miami. She informed police that
$268,000 in cash was missing also."
Suspicion fell immediately on Charles Yacht, a golf professional employed by the Kellar's beach hotel. A known associate of
Sitamore, he had taken Mrs. Kellar's niece, Miss Sophia Glemby, to
the greyhound races that evening. Acting as Sitarnore's "finger
man," Yacht had gained the confidence of Keller and her family
and passed information to Sitamore as to when the hotel suite
.~~
always claimed to work alone,
would be u n o c ~ u p i e dSitarnore
but when Yacht made a later tearful guilty plea to the Keller burglary, a financial connection between him, a Sing Sing inmate, and
Sitamore was established. Yacht also provided police with
Sitamore's bungalow address, and officers scrambled to organize
their dawn raid before Sitamore learned of Yacht's arrest and
made his getaway.51
At the time of his arrest, Sitamore struck the pose of gentleman burglar that was familiar to the reading public on both sides
of the Atlantic in the form of E. R. Hornung's "Rafne's" stories.52
A photograph of an immaculately dressed and relaxed-looking
"Sidmor" seated alongside Mayor Katzentine, and in front of law
enforcement and other officials appeared on the front page of the
Miami Daily News the day after his arrest.53As Miami police and
detectives fielded celebratory calls of congratulation from public
well-wishers and local politicians, and were besieged by genuine
and unlikely jewel theft victims, Sitamore relaxed in the Miami
49. "Suspect Is Arrested In Theft OfJewelry," Herald, 15 March 1933,2; "Attorney
Seeks to Free Sitamore," Times, 17 March 1933,22; Teaney and Faus, "Harry
Sidmore, Master Thief," 80-81. One navs report mentioned the theft of a
$1,400 diamond ring and a $650 diamond and sapphire brooch from a
Chicago visitor spending the winter in a Miami Beach apartment which had
been accessed with a pass key. Other reported burglaries of clothing from two
wealthy visitors were included in the same article, but it seemed unlikely that
the same thief or thieves was responsible. See "Diamonds Stolen From Trunk
In Apartment," Herald, 15 March 1933,2.
50. "$500,000 In Stolen Gems Is Recovered," Herald, 16 March 1933,l. Sitamore's
brother-in-law Herman Victor had also been arrested on suspicion of being
an accomplice but had been quickly released without charge.
51. "Yacht Is Accused As Sidmor Accomplice," HeraM 18 March 1933, 23; "Golf
'Pro' Seized As Sitamore Aide," Tim,18 March 1933,SO; "Sidmor Is Accused
in Daytona Beach," Herald, 24 March 1933, 3; Teaney and Faus, "Harry
Sidmore, Master Thief," 81.
52. Clive Bloom, "Introduction," in E. W. Hornung, T h CoIlected RQ:&5?esS w ,
(Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1996),xii.
i
I;#
53. "MasterJewel Thief And His Captors," Daily News, 15 March 1933,l.
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Beach cityjail, "having shaved carefully this morning" and attired
in "spotless" white flannel trousers.54 Sitamore's arrest brought
praise and commendation for the Miami Beach police department and its chief, and deflected attention from the scandals
involving political corruption, gambling rackets, and kickback
schemes surrounding the police and Dade County sheriffs
departments.55
Like many professional thieves Sitamore believed he was superior in intelligence to most policemen, routinely stereotyped as
dumb Irish cops or ignorant southern hicks. He boasted to police
interrogators of his exploits, and emerged as vain, arrogant and
prone to self-aggrandizement.When police told him he had risked
being shot if apprehended during a burglary, Sitamore retorted
that they would have needed a "miracle" to catch him "red handed."56A prison term for automobile theft and common burglary
served in France during World War I (when he was supposedly
absent without leave from his regiment) enabled Sitamore to claim
the title "international jewel thieF for the rest of his life. Other
titles either given him or claimed by him included those of "confessed society burglar," "daringjewel thief," 'jewel thief extraordinaire, golfer and man about town," and "Prince of Jewel
~hieves."~'
However, Sitamore had relinquished to Miami Beach
detectives a set of 150 stolen keys that he had amassed over ten
years and which "would unlock anything." The envy of both federal and local police, the keys enabled him to pick any lock, walk into
a hotel room, steal valuables, and leave without arousing suspicion.
Their existence, together with Sitamore's reliance on Yacht, suggests that he was less the athletic and acrobaticjewel thief of folklore, and a rather more pedestrian "hotel prowl" who targeted
guests and their rooms with information and assistance purchased

54. "HabeasCorpus Writ May Free Hany Sidrnore,"Datly News,16 March 1933,9;
"AttorneySeeks to Free Sitarnore," T i m , 17 March 1933, 22.
55. Despite the pronouncement in December 1932 of controversial sheriff, Dan
Hardie, that "Organized Crime in Dade county is doomed," it continued to
flourish in the form of illegal gambling, bookie joints, hotel and nightclubs,
prostitution and the outlawed liquor trade. "Katzentine Praised In Sidrnor
Capture," Herald, 18 March 1933,23; Goodman, MetTo Dade Police Department,
58-60.
56. "$500,000In Stolen Gems Is Recovered," Hmald, 16 March 1933,2.
5'7. For example, see "The Prince of Jewel Thieves," in Stanley Forbes, Trrse
Detective Stories, (New York: Cupples & Leon Company, 1934), 46-65.
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tiom bellboys, maids, clerks and other employees.58Further, after
eleven successful years in Miami Beach, Sitamore had grown
increasingly careless as he robbed the same victims several times,
left foot and fingerprints at crime scenes, and failed to off load his
haul, while large rewards for his capture produced valuable leads
for the police.
In explaining his crimes, Sitamore also utilized tropes characteristic of white-collar offenders in the representation of his criminal activities as "victimless" because the property owners had been
absent from their hotel rooms or apartments, they had not been
physically harmed, they were sufficiently wealthy to withstand the
financial loss of the goods, and the insurance companies would
compensate them for those monetary losses.59His "Robin Hood"
type pronouncements in March 1933 that he robbed only the
wealthy, the well-insured, or those who could afTord to be relieved
of their riches, and to have given "plenty away" were calculated to
strike a chord with many Americans struggling to survive a the
height of the depression, and to resonate with widely-held suspicions of banks and insurance companies, and their corporate owners.* The Florida state prison superintendent later recalled,
"[Sitamore] said to me once, 'I never stole except from the rich,
and they always had insurance so none of them lost everything. My
stealing ain't wrong. No, nothing wrong about it'."61
On March 18, Sitamore was charged with breaking and entering with intent to commit a felony, and three charges of grand larceny in the Dade County Criminal Court. Following rumors of a
possiblejail break, he and his wardrobe were transferred on March
19 to the more secure, overcrowded, and much dirtier Dade

.

58. See Ludwig F. Grimstad, "Hotel-Room Prowlers, Connivers, and Sneak
Thieves," Saturday Evening Post, CCVI (June 30,1934), 30, in New York Public
Library, New York City. Sitarnore's profile as a "hotel prowl" is underlined also
in his reported statements to police and reporters: "Professing scorn for all
locks, he explained that after learning of wealthy visitors' arrival in town and
ascertaining when they would be out of their quarters, he merely opened a
door with one of his keys, walked in and helped himself." "Gem Thief
Trapped With $500,000 Loot," Tinra, 16 March 1933,18.
59. Leonard F. Chapman, "The Florida Prison - - And I," Unpublished
Manuscript, 43, in Leonard F. Chapman, Papers, 1933-1956, Record Group
900000, M942, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida; Sutherland, The
Professional Thwj 44-45; Abadinsky, The Criminal El&, 61.
60. "Habeas Corpus Writ May Free Harry Sidmore," Daily h s , 16 March 1933,961. Chapman, "The Florida Prison,W.
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County jail in downtown Miami, in preparation for his trial.62
Meanwhile, another of Sitarnore's associates, New Yorkjeweler and
diamond merchant, Ralph Krakower, also reputed to be
Sitamore's "fence," had been arrested following a tip-off to the
Dade County Sheriffs criminal division.63
The relationship between professional thieves and "organized
crime" w a complex. Abadinsky found that jewel thieves were not
part of a criminal organization per se; they had important contacts
in the "criminal underworld but operated alone. At the same
time, organized crime associations furnished valuable information
about local police and law enforcement personnel, "connections"
in the event of arrest, and outlets for stolen goods, financial assiss the event of disputes with other
tance, and arbitration s e ~ c e in
criminals. The most obvious association was through the "fence,"
often the owner of a legitimate business enterprise, who provided
s a varied criminal clientele? A criminal receivdisposal s e ~ c e to
er could make enormous profits from a jewel thief like Sitamore,
but as Abadinsky observed, "The jewel thief, as opposed to the
pickpocket or armed robber (or any other criminal dealing with
cash), is dependent on the fence without whom he could not operate? However, the recovery of over one hundred pieces ofjewelry from Sitamore's bungalow suggests either a lackadaisical
approach to the disposal of stolen goods on the part of Sitamore,
or that there were difficulties in his business relationships with his
fence(s). In the initial reports of his arrest, police allegedly told
journalists that Sitamore had treated the proceeds of his robberies
"with the same carelessness with which his victims had left valuables in their hotel and apartment rooms before he robbed
them."66Krakower was cleared by police of being directly involved
in the robberies (Sitamore had repeatedly told them he was not
involved). However, the jeweler committed suicide by poison in

.
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62. "Sidrnore Moved To CountyJail," Herald, 20 March 1933,2.
63. Dady Nms, 16 March 1933, 9; "Yacht Is Accused As Sidmor Accomplice,"
Hem@ 18 March 1933,23.
64. See Carl B. Klockars, The Rvfasional Fence, ((London: Tavistock Publications,
1974); Marilyn E. Walsh, The F m : A mw look at the wmld ofp-operty thq2,
(Westport, CN and London: Greenwood Press, 1977).
65. Abadinsky, The Criminal EUe, 75. In the 1960s and 1970s, Pete Salerno told
Abadinsky that with the exception of "Goldbergernin Florida, all of the fences
that he dealt with were connected to New York crime families. See Abadinsky,
69.
"$500,000In Stolen Gems Is Recovered,"Her& 16 March 1933, 1,2.
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his New York City apartment on March 30, unable to live with
shame of his association with Sitamore whom he called the "archi
thief' in his suicide note.67
Sitamore's most important associate was probably his wife.
Thieves who grifted winter resorts generally took their wives or
girlfriends with them and established a home there for the winter.
Wives provided crucial assistance in business transactions such as
obtaining money for bail bonds and lawyers, in reconnaissance,
and in gathering information on politicians and police.68In addition, as wife and homemaker they maintained a heterosexual,
seemingly patriarchal, domestic world that provided unobtrusive
and critical cover for the husband's illegal activities and a realistic
front to evade surveillance and counter some of the effects of the
fugitive life. Mildred Sitamore shares some similarities with the
gun molls identified in Claire Bond Potter's study of the Dillinger,
Barrow and Barker-Karpis gangs from 1932-1935. Like bandit
women, she profited financially and materially from her partnership with Sitamore and she may also have "acquired the illusion of
class mobility through minor celebrity status, leisure, and luxury
goods." Her relationship with Sitamore, the thief, the felon, and
the fugitive, may have been based on duty, love, choice, coercion,
exploitation, material self-interest, economic profit, and/or the
pursuit of danger or adventure, all or none of the above. As a legal
spouse, Mildred had greater claims of ownership to her husband's
property (as compared to many bandit women), and possibly a
greater degree of economic security for herself and son in the
event of capture and convi~tion.~~
Initially, Sitamore's lawyer had indicated his client would
plead guilty to charges of breaking and entering and grand larceny, but at his arraignment on March 24 Sitamore appeared without a lawyer and pled "not guilty" to all charges.70However, on
67. "Freedin Sitamore Case," 19 March 1933,7; 'Jeweler, Victim of Thief, Ends
Life," 30 March 1933,38; and "Not Linked With Robberies,"30 March 1933,
38 in Nac, Y d Times, "Gem Thief 'Fence' Ends Own Life," Herald, 30 March
1933,1,4.
68. Sutherland, T ; h e A - o f d Thtef; 155;Claire Bond Potter, "'I'llGo the Limit and
Then Some': Gun Molls, Desire, and Danger in the 193Os,"Feminist Sbudies 21/1
(Spring 1995): [41-661 50;John Landesco, 'The Woman and the Underworld,"
J o u d of Criminal Law and Crimimlqg 26/6 (March 1936): 891-902.
69. Potter, "I'll Go to the Limit," 5&54,60-61.
70. "Sitamore Now Pleads Not Guilty," Times, 25 March 1933, 11; Harry Sidmor
Enters Plea Of Not Guilty," Herald, 25 March 1933,20.
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April 1, he reverted to a guilty plea and asked Judge Collins for
leniency as he had "played fair with the officers and told them
the truth" about the whereabouts of the jewelry." This suggests
that a deal had been struck but Sitamore may also have anticipated that his case would soon be "fmed." Fixing was a financial
transaction in which a pre-negotiated fee secured the thiefs
release from custody via a range of methods including bribery,
blackmail, extortion, and/or physical violence. In a criminalj ustice system soaked in corruption, the most common route was
though the police or the complaining witness but any politician,
lawyer or judge could be used to fix a case. If the case went to
trial, the composition of the jury was also important. Sutherland
believed professional thieves sought "a jury composed either of
'slaves' or hard-working laborers, artisans, or truck drivers who
have little regard for the law or a blue-ribbon jury or highly intelligent jury willing to split hairs over the evidence. An in-between
jury composed of small businessmen and minor officials will convict."" Despite its transient population and "tourist season"
South Florida's criminal networks were mature enough to have
"a complete system of privilege, license and fix, organized and
functioning perfectly" two decades prior to the Kefauver hearings which cemented Miami's reputation as a leading center of
organized and Mafia crime.73
However, on April 1, Collins sentenced Sitamore to three
concurrent sentences of twenty years, and an additional twenty
years to begin at the expiration of the first." The sentence of
forty years seemed excessive to many, particularly following the
guilty plea. Sitamore was incandescent with rage at the duplicity
of state officials who he believed had reneged on a deal where in
return for revealing the whereabouts of the jewels he would
receive a three-to-five year prison sentence. The fact that the
search of the bungalow was made after the first interrogation
seems to back this up, together with remarks by the state prison

71. "Trial Of Sidmor Set For Monday," HerrLld, 31 March 1933, 2; "Sitamore
Sentenced to 40 Years in Prison," Tim, 2 April 1933,32.
72. Sutherland, The Fhf-1
TliieJ; 132-133.
73. Ibid., 110-111,122.
74. "Attorney Seeks to Free Sitamore," 1'7 March 1933, 22; and "Sitamore
Sentenced to 40 Years in Prison,"2 April 1933,32 in New York Tim. Yacht was
sentenced to five years imprisonment on the same day.
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~ u ~ e r i n t e n d e nColumnist
t.~~
Westbrook Pegler later declared, "It
appeared that someone was over-anxious to get rid of Sidmore,
and his friends insist that he kicked back money andjewels to certain public authorities personally, on their promise that he would
get no more than five years."76
In April 1933 Sitamore's luck ran out and he found himself in
a position that simply could not be fixed. He was the focus of a
joint-jurisdictional operation in a period when the Miami police
department was under intense scrutiny. Questions over the efficiency of the force and public safety followed the attempted assassination of presidentelect Franklin Delano Roosevelt at Bayfront
Park in downtown Miami on February 15. Roosevelt was unhurt,
but his companion, Mayor Anton Cermak of Chicago was shot; he
died three weeks later from gunshot wounds. The assassin
Giuseppe Zangara had been executed on March 20, 1933 at the
Florida State Prison amid intense media, popular, and political
enquiry.77Hotel operators and insurance companies exerted enormous pressure to ensure Sitamore was out of action. Sutherland's
assertion that an honest judge who was well aware of the corrupt
bargains agreed between victims, police, and prosecutors could get
angry "but can't do much about it" did not extend to the unyielding Judge ~ o l l i n sHe
.~~
seemed to relish the opportunity to sentence a troublesome Yankee criminal who had long blighted
Miami Beach's reputation as a safe, orderly and relatively carefree
resort. He may have believed also that the severity of the sentence
would serve as an effective deterrent to other professional thieves.
Sitamore's arrest, conviction and sentence in March-April
1933 were important for police morale, public reassurances on
safety, and the Miami Beach tourist economy, but they had little
75. In a luncheon speech to the Jacksonville Advertising Club in December 1935,
Florida State Prison Superintendent Chapman criticized law enforcement
officials for making promises to prisoners without court or judicial approval,
and for falsely promising shorter prison terms if they confessed. "He said that
was not justice, that prisoners realized it, and became hardened members of
Raiford." See "Prison Life is Described," JacksonviUeJournal, 18 December
1935, in Chapman Papers, M942, Newspaper Clippings, 19331935.
76. Westbrook Pegler, "Fair Enough," no date, M942, Scrapbook #2; reprinted in
Daytona Beach News Journal, 27 May 1937, in Chapman Papers, M942,
Newspaper Clippings, 1936-1938.
77. "Cermak Killer Dies In Chair," Chicago Daily Tribune, 21 March 1933, 1;
"ZangaraAsks For Pictures Of His Death," l h i d u Times Union, 21 March
1933, 1-2.
78. Sutherland, The A-ofessimull Thief. 96-97.
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impact on criminal activity in the resort. For example, two days
after Sitamore's arrest, it was reported that burglars had stolen
cash and other items from Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney's
yacht while it was moored at the Municipal
Few "lightfingered gentry," grifters, and other opportunists headed the warnings of Chief Teaney to "Keep away from the beach or spend the
winter in jail." Nor was the promised "maximum protection" of
wealthy clients' valuables effective?O In a March 1939 raid on the
hotel safety deposit boxes at the exclusive Blackstone Hotel, six
masked "bandits" armed with submachine guns and pistols netted
between $150,000 and $200,000 in money and jewels.81
Sitamore was dispatched to the Florida State Prison in "sunbaked isolated Raiford," an 18,000-acre penal farm in the northeastern section of the state in early April 1933.82Two months later,
early in the morning of June 2, he and two other inmates escaped
from the state prison farm in a prison truck, with Sitamore concealed under the hood. They were picked up on the road to
Lawtey by outside accomplice, Mandel Scoby, a Tampa bail bondsman who drove them to Jacksonville "in a high powered autome
bile'' where they split up?5 Sitamore's escape was an acute
embarrassment for prison authorities. Miami Beach Mayor
Katzentine demanded Governor Dave Sholtz order an immediate
investigation and prison officials engaged the services of
Pinkerton's detectives in Atlanta, Georgia, to locate Sita~nore.~*
Five months later, Sitamore "dressed as sprucely as a Wall Street
79. "Burglars Sneak Aboard Yacht, Herald, 17 March 1933,2.
80. "Criminals Unwelcome," Bradfwd County Telegraph, 23 November 1934,6.
Herafter cited as Tdegaph.
81. "Bandits Rob Hotel," Tdegraph, 10 March 1939,6.
82. D. T. Green to H. S. Mosher, November 7, 1933, Pinkerton's Criminal Case
File, 1861-1992,Box 169, Folder 9.
83. "Miami Beach Society Thief Makes Escape," Herald, 3 June 1933, 1, 9;
"Sitamore, Gem Thief, Flees Prison," Times, 3June 1933,5.
84. "At compensation of $15.00 per day for the operative and actual expenses not
to exceed ten days time without additional authority." Florida, Board of
Commissioners of State Institutions, Minute Books, Volume 13 or L: (October
19,1932- May 29,1935): 162 (June 1933),Series 431, Florida State Archives,
Tallahassee, Florida, "Harry Sidrnor Is Caught In New Orleans" and "State
Moves (Luickly To Return Fugitive," HmaZd, 5 November 1933, 1, 10;
"Sitamore Is Recaptured," Times, 5 November 1933, N1. Correspondence
relating to the Pinkerton's pursuit of Sitamore is located in the Records of
Pinkerton's National Detective Agency, 18531999, in Criminal Case Files,
Box 169: Sitamore, Harry, Crimes, Manuscript Division, Library of Congress,
Washington D.C.
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brower, strolled into the arms of a Pinkerton agent on Canal St."
in New or lean^.^^ He was extradited to Florida, duly returned to
the state prison, and placed in solitary confinement. Further
escape attempts were thwarted in 1934 and 1 9 3 5 . ~ ~
During 1936, he relied on his wife to protest his indefinite solitary confinement, to pursue an unsuccessful legal battle for his
release, and to complain of cruel treatment by prison officials.87
Florida's prison superintendent denied Sitarnore was being starved
or cruelly treated or beaten with rubber hoses and characterized
him as a liar who had no respect for authority or prison rules and
constituted a permanent flight risk.88 In his memoirs, Chapman
declared, "It took five years of punishment and discipline to convince Sidmore that he was not bigger than the state of Florida. He
had even attempted to bribe the Honorable Nathan Mayo, head of
the prison system in the state, with an offer of $10,000 to secure his
release by pardon or otherwise. His wife told Governor Sholtz that
I was holding Sidmore in solitary because she would not pay me
$2000." But, "Sidmore finally concluded that he was just another
prisoner. When he was released from the detention building, he
starting making a perfect record at the state farm working in the

85. D. T. Green to H. S. Mosher, Pinkerton's Criminal Case Files, Box 169, Folder
9. In November 1933 Warren Doyle of New Orleans received five hundred
dollars "covering professional se~vicesand expenses incurred in the case of
Harry Sitamore." See Florida, Board of Commissioners of State Institutions,
Minute Books, Vol. 13, 254 (November 23, 1933); "Criminal Cases Will Be
Tried In Court Monday," 11 May 1934, 1; "Scqby On Trial; Ear-biter Draws 3
Year Sentence," 16 November 1934, 1; and "Guard Arrested In Second
Attempt To Free Sitamore," 30 November 1934 in Telegraph. Driggers and
Stanley told the jury they had been kept at the "flat top" solitary confinement
building for ten months following their first testimony in the case in Fall 1933.
See "Scoby's Jury Again Agrees to Disagree," Telegraph, 23 November 1934,l.
The State of Florida tried three times to convict Scoby of aiding the escape of
Hany Sitarnore but failed to convince Union Countyjurors.
86. "Block Sitarnore Escape," 29 November 1934, 3; and "Guard Arrested In
Second Attempt To Free Sitarnore," 30 November 1934, 1 in Telegraph;
Chapman, "The Florida Prison," 43; "Larkin Sentence Deferred By Judge,"
Telegraph, 7 December 1934,l.
8'7. "Convict Attacks Life At Raiford," St. Augustim Recurd, 3 August 1936; Wife
Tries To Get Sidmore Out of Solitary," Daytm B e d News Journal, 2 August
1936; "State Convict Is Mistreated, Wife Declares," Phidu Times Union, 2
August 1936, in Chapman Papers, M942, Newspaper Clippings, 1936-1938.
88. See "Florida Prison Fann Gives Men and Women New Start," Ja~ksonuille
JournaZ, 12 December 1936, in C h . n P a w , MM42, Newspaper Clippings,
1936-1938.
%d
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qobacco factory.n8gHe was released from the state prison farm in
1947 but in December 1953, the 58-year-old 'internationally
known jewel thief" was back in the Miami Beach municipal court
on a charge of disorderly conduct.g0
While Sitamore labored in the prison tobacco factory, the
development of Miami Beach continued. In 1935 at least twentyfour new hotels appeared as "those who could afford it still were
vacationing.ng1American and Eastern Airlines began operating
passenger services to and fiom the city in the early 19309, and then
Pan American commenced services to and from Latin America?*
Thousands of military personnel and their families arrived in
South Florida during World War I1 and all the South Florida resort
cities reaped the economic rewards. Miami Beach continued to
attract wealthy visitors throughout the 1940s and 1950s, and held
the greatest appeal for New York business owners and executive^?^
It was therefore hardly surprising that a seasoned jewel thief such
as Sitamore would return, but the late 1930s and 1940s transformations probably changed the socio-economic status of his targets.
During his long career, Sitamore, the dandy, the man of many
aliases, the swindler, confidence man, and daring gem thief, stole
millions of dollars of property. He seems to have been defined not
by a code or argot but by his skills and the monetary value of the
jewels he stole, and the wealthy clientele of Miami Beach ultimateKooistra notes that offenders
ly played a key role in this suc~ess?~
"who capture the ideal American virtues of individuality, success,
89. Chapman, "The Florida Prison," 154160. Another northern inmate serving
an extraordinarily long sentence for property offenses in Tampa and St.
Petersburg, Al House, asserted that "Harry Sidmorenwas kept in solitary confinement for five years. He also accused Chapman of having taken bribes
from Sitamore in the form of jewels which ensured that Sitamore "would
never get out in case he told the whole story to press." Albert Ross Brown (A1
House), Freedom From F&niah Chains Illustrated (New York: Carlton Press, Inc.,
1968), 186.
90. "JewelThief Back In Court," Daily Naus,10 December 1953,2A.
91. Kleinberg, Waggles and C k e Holes, 31; "Tourist Traffic Is Increasing,"
Telegraph, 12 October 1934,l.
92. Bauer, "Sarasota," 143.
93. James J. Carney, "Population Growth in Miami and Dade County, Florida,"
Tequesta 6 (1946): 50-55. A survey conducted by the Miami Beach Hotel
Owners' Association found that New Yorkers accounted for 48 percent of visitors in the late 1 9 4 0 and
~ ~ they listed sunbathing and swimming as their main
forms of amusement. See Victor W. Bennett, A Sumey ofthe Tourist Industry of
Greater Miami, 1949, (Miami: University of Miami, 1949).
94. Abadinsky, The Criminal Elite, 31.
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cleverness, or courage may become American heroes regardless of
the content of their actions," but glorification was a highly selectie
process. Sitamore failed to achieve lasting heroic and cultural s~
tus, similar to that of John Dillinger, "Baby Face* Nelson and Alvin
Karpis, in large part because that identity was appropriated by and
conferred on the Midwestern bank robbers and bandits and their
assaults on the banks, the purveyors of economic misery and social
injustice. The depression years generated a large sympathetic audience that newspaper editors quickly realized were eager to consume details of criminals' exploits and Sitamore certainly
benefitted from this. However, he failed to achieve "supercriminal" status as he was identified in Spring 1933 with a particular
southern resort city more than interstate criminal activity, and had
the misfortune to be apprehended by local law enforcement figures rather than the glorified federal en."^^ Nevertheless,
Sitamore's relationship to the developing resort city of Miami
Beach was both symbiotic and symbolic. One profited financially;
both gained in reputation and status. The monetary value of
Sitamore's crimes underlined that Fisher's vision of Miami Beach
as a mecca for wealth and leisured elites was fidfiied; it cemented
Sitamore's status as an elite jewel thief and underlined Miami
Beach's status as a modern leisure capital and part of a new cultural order with fluctuating codes of behavior and social interaction.
In Alfred Hitchcock's To Catch A Thief (1955)6: the likeable
John Robie (played by Cary Grant), an aging and retired American
cat burglar, lived on French Riviera on the proceeds of his many
jewelry thefts. Robie's retirement contrasted-greatlywith the fates
of professional thieves described by Sutherland. Aside from death
and dotage, "some became fixers in resort cities, some became big
shots in gambling, vice, junk, or booze rackets, some get 'the big
one' [the highly lucrative crime that would enable one to retire
permanently from crime and acquire a legitimate business] and
some settle down in legitimate occupations [in detective agencies,
cab companies, cigar stores, hotels, farming, manufacturing, and
the movies] without getting the 'big ~ n e ' . ' 'Some
~ ~ never retired.
R*'

cpPCk1

95. Paul Kooistra, ~ % i m & ASffaoe~~~~tructure,
P&1
(BowlingGreen,
OH. Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1989), 11,22-23, 31, 120,
126-128, 139.
96. To C k h A ThkJ dir. &ed
Hitchcock, Paramount Pictures, August 5,1955.
9'7. Sutherland, The Ar,fesssimLal Thief; 25,25n10.
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In addition to Sitamore's 1953arrest for disorderly conduct, there
were other burglary arrests and possibly short prison sentences. A
mug shot from the Los Angeles Police Department suggests he had
been arrested in that jurisdiction in November 1957?8 In the late
1950s, Sitamore came to police attention in Surfside at the north
end of Miami Beach and was placed under surveillance for three
weeks during which he was observed casing the new Americana
Hotel (on 96&Street and Collins Ave) with Ted Rinehart, recently released from a fifteen-year term for burglary and armed robbery which he had served at the Florida State Prison. Rinehart and
Sitamore were found in possession of a set of hotel pass keys and
had been observed following some of the wealthy guests.99Was
Rinehart being tutored in the skills of jewel theft by the aging
Sitamore? In June 1959 Sitamore was identified as the lone
"sweater man" casing a Coral Gables jewelry store which was later
robbed.loOMiami Beach boomed into the early 1960s and it
seemed that only infirmity or death would halt the "prince of
thieves," as the 64-year-old Sitamore had no intention of quietly
retiring to the French (or any other) Riviera.

98. Miami News Collection - Criminals - Harry Sitamore - Nov 22, 1957, Ref:
1989-011-24770, Research Center, Historical Museum of South Florida,
Miami.
99. According to an internet blog, Sitamore had been recognized by a retired
NYPD lieutenant who was serving as the Suhide Chief of Police in 1956 as
suspect "Hafiy Muffin" fmm a late 1940s New York City line-up. See Andy
Murcia, "Best plans of men & mugs oft get messed up by law," The
Columnists.corn - http://www.thecolumniststscom/murcia/murcial
7.html.
Accessed April 8, 2008. Murcia dates Sitamore's arrest to 1956 and includes
an image of a news clipping "Sitamore Planned Americana Haul?" from the
Miami DaiZy News. The original article could not be located in the microfilm
newspaper collections at the University of Miami Library. However, the date
on one of the original photographs which accompanies this story is December
10,1958. See Miami News Collection Giminals - Hany Sitamore - News Dec 10, 1958, Ref: 1989401-24767, Research Center, Historical Museum of
South Florida, Miami. The second photograph of Sitamore and Rinehart is
not dated but Sitamore appears to be wearing the same clothes in both shots.
100. 272 F. 2d 889 (1959) Jewelers Mutual insurance Company v. Balogh and Balogh,
U.S. Court of Appeals Fifth Circuit.
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